Happy Anniversary Panasonic!

Panasonic

celebrates a century of ideas
Panasonic founder
Konosuke Matsushita

The first in a century of light bulb
moments for Panasonic: the
double cluster light socket

A

When Konosuke Matsushita invented the attachment plug in
1918, a device that turned a regular lighting socket into a plug
for powering other domestic products, he initiated 100 years of
innovation for Panasonic. The GTC is grateful to the company’s
Broadcast & ProAV section for their many years of support as
GTC sponsors, and would like to wish Panasonic ‘Many Happy
Returns’ as it celebrates a remarkable centenary of products
across the household, business and broadcast sectors. The
vast range of items the company has developed over the years
means that every GTC member will surely have used many
Panasonic products, whether at work or just around the home
– and now, as it enters its second century, the forward-looking
company is getting involved in designing entire ‘smart’ cities!

s it celebrates its centenary, Panasonic now has more
than a quarter of a million employees worldwide,
has topped the world’s leading patent producers
table for each of the last three decades (80s, 90s and 00s),
and has dedicated itself to improving people’s lives, a goal
expressed in the company’s vision of creating “A Better Life, A
Better World”. Today, Panasonic is a corporation comprising
495 companies, producing everything from semiconductors
to solar panels.
In the world of professional AV technology, it produced its
first television set in 1952 and first broadcast TV camera, the
‘Telook’ WV-010, in 1963. GTC sponsor contact Nigel Wilkes,
UK & Ireland Group Manager, Broadcast & Pro AV, says: “Since
the very beginning, Panasonic has looked at what’s possible,
and imagined how we can make it better. This is still the case
today, and is as relevant to the Broadcast & ProAV team as
any other part of the business. Panasonic is the manufacturer
that introduced the world’s first 16:9 camera, the format that
became the standard.
“We created the first progressive camera, the first variable
frame rate camera, the first single sensor camera and
the first dual ISO camera as well. So we can look back at
our history with a great deal of pride, as these are things
that have shaped our industry and changed it for the better.
“We also introduced the world’s first all-in-one 3D camera
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though, so we didn’t always read the market’s needs quite
right!” quips Nigel.
“I genuinely believe that today Panasonic is equipped for
the future. We have a lineup of products and technology
partnerships that place us perfectly for the live events space;
we are market leaders in remote cameras and ENG; have
added 15% market share in studio cameras in just three
years from a standing start; and our large-sensor camera
technology, with the VariCam and now the EVA1, has made
a big impression in the production space in what is a very
difficult market in which to make headway.”

The very beginning
On the 7 March 1918, Konosuke Matsushita founded
Matsushita Electric Housewares Manufacturing Works in
Osaka, Japan. The company began by manufacturing wiring
equipment. Its workplace consisted of three rooms on the
ground floor of a two-storey home that had been converted
into a workshop and equipped with two small hand-operated
presses for moulding insulation. This small company was started
by just three people: the founder Konosuke, his wife, and his
brother-in-law (Toshio Iue, who later went on to found Sanyo
Electric). A remarkable business leader, who became known in
Japan as the ‘god of management’, Konosuke remained active
in the company until 1973 (age 79).
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Panasonic in the home

1966

Ever since 1918, the company has continually expanded
its range of household and other items. The fascinating
list of products it has brought to market reads like a
history of modern domestic technology. The full timeline
can be seen at www.panasonic.com/global/100th.html
but here is just a small selection of familiar items from
around the home.

Microwave oven

1972
Remote controlled
colour TV

1927

1976

Electric iron

Home video camera
(the VZ-M10)

1937
Hairdryer
1977
‘Mac Lord’ VHS
format home video

1951
Washing machine
1952
Black and white
television set

Solar water heating
system
1982
CD player

1952
Portable radio

1994
1953
Refrigerator

Digital cordless
phone

1954
Vacuum cleaner

2002
CFC-free refrigerator
2003
First ‘VIERA’ flat
screen TV
1958
Stereo unit

Open-reel tape recorder

2008
Lumix G1, world’s first
mirrorless camera

1960
Colour TV

2015

1964
Black and white video
tape recorder

www.gtc.org.uk

RULO robot
vacuum cleaner
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Broadcast firsts
1963
First broadcast camera,
the ‘Telook’ WV-010

1985
MacLord Movie
NV-M1: first VHS
integrated video camera

1990
AK-HC1000,
Panasonic’s first HD
3CCD camera

1995
AJ-D700, first
DVCPRO system
Panasonic’s pioneering ‘Smart City’ project

Corporate future

1990
Panasonic announced its cooperation in the joint
development, standardisation and spread of the
copyright-protected SD memory card, now an industrystandard for both stills and video.
2002
Alistair Fothergill, Series
Producer at the BBC NHU
tested the Panasonic VariCam
for an ambitious new series which aimed to record
animal behaviours that had never been captured on
camera before. Around 80% of Planet Earth was shot
on the original VariCam, which, thanks to the sensitivity
of the camera, was able to attain footage that would
have been impossible before due to the light levels in
some habitats.
2004
P2 recording card
introduced

Looking to the future, Panasonic sees two clear leading
areas for advancement and fundamental change. Firstly,
the smart electrification of all aspects of our lives – our
homes, workplaces, factories and vehicles – as demonstrated
through some of Panasonic’s pioneering ‘Smart City’ projects,
including Fujisawa and Tsunashima in Japan. The Fujisawa
‘Smart City’ concept is based on ‘smart houses’ that are
fitted with networked energy-saving appliances which link to
locally produced sustainable energy sources.
Secondly, Panasonic sees rapid advances in mobility as
another key focus and has been working on innovative
sustainable transport options with the city of Denver, USA in
the Panasonic CityNOW project. Laurent Abadie, Chairman
and Chief Executive of Panasonic Europe, says: “In the next
10 years we will see more innovation in mobility then we
have seen over the last 100 years! Electrification, connectivity
and automisation will be at the heart of this major revolution.
“We must embrace change and maintain our unwavering
dedication to leading-edge craftsmanship, performance and
style, and our ultimate commitment to creating A Better Life,
A Better World.”

Fact File
2010
Panasonic launched the AF101,
the world’s first single-chip
camcorder, which was developed
because, at the time, SLRs were
being used for shallow depth-offield, and stills cameras were not
designed for long-term filming.
2014
Panasonic relaunched the
VariCam 35, the first camera
to have dual-native ISO
sensitivity (800 and 5000).
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Panasonic Corporation is a worldwide leader in the
development of diverse electronics technologies and
solutions for customers in the consumer electronics,
housing, automotive and B2B businesses.
Celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2018, the
company has expanded globally and now operates
495 subsidiaries and 91 associated companies
worldwide. Committed to pursuing new value
through innovation across divisional lines, the
company uses its technologies to create a better life
and a better world for its customers.
Learn more about Panasonic: http://www.panasonic.
com/global
See more about Panasonic’s remarkable history of
innovation: www.panasonic.com/global/100th.html
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